YOU CAN make a DIFFERENCE
More fathers, daughters, mothers, sons and friends are counting on us.

Aultman treats 57% more cancer patients than any other local hospital.

Nearly 1/3 have advanced-stage cancer.

Chemo and radiation treatment usually require 50-150 visits per patient.

55% have extreme fatigue.

2/3 have mild to severe pain.

Cancer incidence in our five-county market is expected to increase by 11%* by 2025.

Aultman’s exceptional clinical team and cutting-edge diagnostic and cancer fighting technologies are in place. BUT THAT’S NOT ENOUGH. Aultman’s Cancer Center is undersized. Access is challenging with services spread across 10 different locations. Patient and family areas lack privacy and comfort. Our community deserves a modern, patient-centered cancer center.

Cancer doesn’t stand still. And neither should we.

*Numbers based on 2018 data.
WELCOME to the NEW AULTMAN CANCER CENTER.

One comprehensive center for comprehensive cancer-related services.

Centralized entrance with support services to streamline patient access.

Improved footprint so patients and families experience seamless navigation of care.

Modern design that builds inter-disciplinary collaboration between physicians, nurses and all health care teams.

Individual infusion areas to expand patient privacy and improve treatment experience.

Complementary support services, family respite areas and gardens to promote wellness and comfort patients and families.
TOGETHER, WE CAN accomplish SO MUCH.

» ADVANCE CLINICAL CARE
» IMPROVE PATIENT EXPERIENCE
» STRENGTHEN COMMUNITY SERVICES AND ECONOMY

Practicality meets inspired design:

» Renovating existing clinical space
» Adding 45,000 square feet dedicated to comprehensive care

$28 million project to bring our community the advanced cancer center it deserves.

“Having all cancer services in one location will reduce the stress of traveling from office to office, location to location around the hospital and even around the county while being tested and treated. You will have a cancer care ‘home,’ where everything and everyone will concentrate on your healing.”

— Dr. David Litvak, Medical Director, Aultman Cancer Center
It is only through DONOR SUPPORT that we will REACH OUR GOAL of creating a comprehensive CANCER FACILITY that will provide the outstanding care that our community DESERVES.

Edward J. Roth, III,
President and CEO,
Aultman Health Foundation
The space adjacent to the new Center and existing Aultman Hospital building will be designated as a functional stroll garden. This approach will provide healing opportunities to those who deal with stress by walking or pacing, while the courtyards allow others to be still or distracted by the amenities within the gardens.
MAIN CAMPUS PLAN
Ground Floor

- INFUSION SERVICES (PRIVATE, SEMI-PRIVATE AND COMMUNITY)
- CONVENIENT ENTRANCE AND INFUSION CENTER LOUNGE AND CAFÉ
- PHARMACY AND LAB SERVICES
- STAFF SUPPORT
- FAMILY RESPITE AREAS
TOGETHER, WE CAN make this vision A REALITY.

Aultman has invested the first $10 million of the estimated $28 million project cost.

Now, we are inviting you to help.

5 YEARS | $8 MILLION
Together, we can provide our community a Cancer Center, unlike any in our market today, that delivers patients access to convenient, compassionate, high-quality care close to home.

YOU CAN help us bring the NEW Aultman Cancer Center to our community

LET US help you fulfill your philanthropic goals
330.363.4056
WAYS to GIVE

PLEDGES
Maximize your investment with payments over five years.

SECURITIES
Transfer securities as one of the most tax-efficient ways to support.

BEQUESTS
Invest without affecting your lifetime cash flow.

CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITIES AND TRUSTS
Tailor gift plans to fit your specific needs, assets and goals.

NAMING OPPORTUNITIES
Create a permanent legacy with gifts and pledges of $100,000 or more.
Aultman Hospital is advancing local cancer care.

THE TALENT IS HERE.

The tools are here and the time is right.

You and I have the OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME to help make a difference in our community by investing in the new AULTMAN CANCER CENTER.

T. Stephen Gregory and Lisa Warburton-Gregory, Campaign Co-Chairs